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Introduction:
Normal reference magnetic resonance (MR) templates of brain structure may support patient
diagnoses. For example, when faced with brain scans from only one time point, they allow
clinicians to determine if and where a patient is within a normal range [2]. Based on whole brain
ranking, previous templates were developed for visual comparison with patient scans [2]. As
there may only be subtle brain structure differences between diseased and healthy subjects
[5,6], it may be useful to create a template that, rather than the brain as a whole, ranks each
MR voxel relative to a normal range.
Current voxel-based analyses use statistical tests that may be limited by their assumptions, e.g.
they require voxel smoothing, and they do not use a normal range to rank subjects [7,3]. A
voxel-based ranking template has been developed for younger ages but defined only normal limits
(not levels within the limits) [4].
Here we describe a MR template that defines the normal limits and levels (rank order) of brain
structure voxel values for older (≥60 years) subjects. We then provide results from using the
template to rank Alzheimer's disease (AD) and matched control subjects.
Methods:
T1W MR images of the brain from 138 AD and 236 matched normal subjects (age range 60-94,
mean ~76 years) were acquired from the AD Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI; AD n=89, normal
n=138) and Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS; AD n=49, normal n=98). We
extracted brains by registering and applying the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain mask
to each subject, manually correcting errors, e.g. remaining skull. We performed bias field
correction and generated grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) tissue images automatically
[8]. In these images, each voxel has a value between 0 and 1, which is the proportion of tissue
in that voxel.
Normal templates of GM and WM were created with 98 randomly selected normal subjects
('development group', 49 from ADNI and 49 from OASIS). Each template consisted of the 5th,
25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of tissue proportion in each voxel (figure 1). These
percentiles were calculated from the rank order of tissue proportions in each voxel in the
development group.
Tissue images from remaining subjects (AD n=138, control n=138, 'testing groups') were
registered and quantitatively compared with the templates: in each voxel, testing subject tissue
proportion was ranked as the nearest normal percentile, or abnormal, if lower than the template
range. Median GM rank images were created for each testing group.
 Results:
From comparison with the templates, abnormal GM proportion in the medial temporal lobe (MTL)
was found in 86% of AD subjects; WM lesions around the lateral ventricles were also highlighted,
e.g. subjects "AD01" and "AD02", respectively in figure 2.
AD and control subjects had similar ranks of GM proportion in the upper part of the cortex but AD
subjects were ranked lower in the MTL (figure 3). This was found in both (ADNI and OASIS)
testing cohorts and is consistent with findings from serial imaging studies [6].
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 Conclusions:
Comparison of AD and control MR brain images to a rank order, voxel-based normal reference
template reflected patterns of brain loss found in serial imaging [6]. Therefore, this template has
the potential to act as a surrogate for prior MR brain images when, as is common in clinical
reporting [2], faced with patient images from only one time point. Further, the template may also
be valuable in clinical trials to determine differences between groups and the effects of
treatments on rankings. Future work may allow the template to automatically classify patients.
However, much more testing and images from diverse populations are required for robust
templates. For that purpose, the template software and MR brain images from >1000 normal
subjects across the lifespan will soon be available through the Brain Images of Normal Subjects
(BRAINS) Bank [1].
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